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The highly anticipated sequel to the Monsters in the Dark series. 6 SPELLBINDING ~ TITILLATING

~ SENSUAL STARS!!!--Lady Vigilante, Goodreads Reviewer6 STARS- Best book/Best Series of

2013--Hook Me Up Book Blogâ€œAll my life, I battled with the knowledge I was twistedâ€¦ screwed

up to want something so deliciously darkâ€”wrong on so many levels. But then slave fifty-eight

entered my world. Hissing, fighting, with a core of iron, she showed me an existence where two

wrongs do make a right."Tess is Qâ€™s completely. Q is Tessâ€™s irrevocably. But now, they must

learn the boundaries of their unconventional relationship, while Tess seeks vengeance on the men

who sold her. Q made a blood-oath to deliver their corpses at Tessâ€™s feet, and thatâ€™s just

what heâ€™ll do.He may be a monster, but heâ€™s Tessâ€™s monster.***R18This is a story of

eroticism, horror, and sweet tragedy. It contains graphic scenes, but thereâ€™s always light in the

darkness.(116,000 words)
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Quintessentially Q is book two in the Monsters in the Dark series and is an Erotic, Drama,

Contemporary written by Pepper Winters.5+++++ Startling, Explosive, Angsty Stars!Two Monsters

Who Can Only Survive Outside the Dark If They Are One Inside the Light!The Review:I'll never be



the same again!My Feels...I dont even know where to start with this review. These characters... this

story... absolutely flayed me. It cut me open, splayed me out and drained me of everything. I know

that sounds dramatic but thats how I felt when I hit that last page. I went through so many

emotions... so many angsty, darn emotions while I lived through the confusion, the happiness, the

horror, the sorrow and then absolute awe and amazement while reading this book. And then finally,

the stunning, powerful ending that left me in complete wonderment as the controlling monster did

the unthinkable for love.At one point, my soul completely shattered and my hoped died along with

Q's and Tess's. This book wrenched tears from me I don't normally shed for fictional characters but

I've been on this sordid, turbulent journey with these characters twice now and I've grown obsessed

with them. So of course I felt their pain and anguish as clearly as they felt it in the story. Thats just

how wonderfully written this series is. My heart hurt. It felt abused and ripped out and I wanted...

no.. needed a happy ending for this couple.Did they get it? I'm not telling :) Read the book.So many

feelings surfaced while gliding through these gut wrenching pages... one by one... all at the same

time, they just bombarded me and left me knowing with certainty, that for me, this is my favorite

book of 2013!Story...

â€œShe fulfilled my humanness. I could never let her go.â€•I am sitting here trying to work out how

to start this review. I finished reading QQ about six hours ago and I have thought about it ever since.

You see, I want to write a review fitting of the best book I have ever read; I need to find the right

words to convey to you just how amazing this book is. So, here goes.I read a lot of books. Some are

good, some are bad and some are added to my favourite list. Due to my capacity as a book

reviewer for a blog, I often have to start one as soon as I finish one. So, I read them, love them and

move on. I am not the kind of reader to gush about books or swoon too much over characters. Sure,

I love them but I donâ€™t go on and on about them like some readers do. However, every now and

then a writer and a book come along and knock me for six. Usually these books are magnificent in

their subtlety. The writerâ€™s ability to convey character, emotion, trauma and growth is such that I

find the story sneaks up on me and takes a hold of my heart gradually as the story unfolds. At some

point in the story it hits me; it slams into my soul, grips me and doesnâ€™t let go. Pepper Winters is

such a writer and this book had me in its grips from the very start.QQ is the follow up book to Tears

of Tess and you do need to have read that one before you read this one. I was in awe of

Pepperâ€™s writing ability after that one. QQ has just solidified that for me.In ToT, Pepper led me

down the path to falling for Q Mercer. I didnâ€™t think it could happen but it did. That book was

Tessâ€™s book; this one, for me, was definitely Qâ€™s. At 61% of the book, I realised I had totally



and unequivocally fallen for Q.
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